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MLB Data Overview 
 
Last Updated February 24, 2016 

 

LIVE 
 

MLB Box Score - Realtime 
 Contents:  Contains box score for one game.   

 Updates:  Every time an event occurs, generally every 20 seconds 

 

MLB Box Score - Final 
 Contents:  Contains one record for one game.  This is sent once with the final, 

official statistics.   

 Updates:  Once per game upon completion.  Generally sent within 30 minutes of 

the game ending 

 

MLB Scoreboard 
 Contents:  Contains one record for every game being played on the current date.  

Includes score, innings, outs, balls/strikes, and current batter/pitcher/baserunners 

for games in-progress. 

 Updates:  About once every 10-20 seconds 

 

MLB Odds 
 Contents:  Odds information for games of the day 

 Updates:  As warranted 

 

NON-LIVE  
 

MLB Roster 
 Contents:  Player biographical data for all players currently on a roster, or who have 

played in the most recent season.  Data specific to each team’s 40-man roster also 

is available. 

 Updates:  Any time a roster move is made and once a day, overnight 

 

MLB Injuries 
 Contents:  Lists players currently on the disabled list or with a day-to-day injury. 

 Updates:  Any time an injury move is made and once a day, overnight 
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MLB Leaders   
 Contents:  Rankings in numerous categories for both AL and NL, ranging from Top 

20 to all players who have accumulated a stat in the category.  Available for year-

to-date totals, as well as last 7 or 30 days. 

 Updates: Once a day, overnight 

 

MLB Pitching Starters 
 Contents:  Upcoming pitching starters with statistics for season, for last five starts, 

career vs. the opponent and this season vs. the opponent. 

 Updates: Any time a probable change is made and once a day, overnight 

 

MLB Player Stats  
 Contents:  Individual batting, pitching and fielding for one season.  Available for 

regular season, postseason, including each individual postseason round, and spring 

training. 

 Updates:  Once a day, overnight 

 
MLB Schedule 

 Contents:  Entire schedule for one season.   

 Updates:  Any time when schedule changes are made and once a day, overnight 

 

MLB Standings 
 Contents:  League standings, including home/away breakdowns, wild card and 

magic number data, etc. 

 Updates:  Any time when a game ends and once a day, overnight 

 

MLB Team Stats  
 Contents:  Team statistics for a season.  Available for regular season, postseason, 

including each individual postseason round, and spring training. 

 Updates:  Once a day, overnight 

 

MLB Transactions 
 Contents:  All the transactions for a season. 

 Updates:  Any time when a transaction occurs and once a day, overnight 
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EDITORIAL 
MLB Preview 

 Contents: Preview of a single MLB game 

 Update: Sent by 6:00 am on day of game 

 

MLB_Recap 
 Contents: Recap of a single MLB game, including an expanded version with quotes, 

when available. 

 Update: First version about 10 minutes after game ends 

 

MLB_Story 
 Contents: Current MLB news stories 

 Update: Whenever news deems necessary 

 

 


